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Music moves us, not just metaphorically, but also through the body. 
Central to this project is the role of the body and perception in 
our engagement with the world and the corporeal presence and 
the perceptual capabilities of the musical performer. The goal is an 
understanding of musical performance practices centred around 
the body. This is approached by investigating physical performing 
through the lenses of the body, the instrument, and the performer's 
awareness, sensations, and perceptions. Musical performance 
is seen as a cultural activity with transformational power and 
improvisation as a mode of playful engagement with the `new', the 
unmarked space, memory, and awareness. This artistic research 
project focuses on my practice of electronic music performance 
with movement- and gesture-based sound actions, but also open-
form, exploratory forms of performance that emphasise interaction 
between dance and music as well as listening to open spaces.

What It Is 
Short Project Description

As artist-researcher, Jan Schacher is active in exploratory, open 
forms of music and performance. His main focus lies on works that 
combine technology, performing and gestural interactions, both 
on stage and in installations. He has been invited to numerous 
institutions and has presented installations, screenings, and 
performances in clubs and at festivals such as the Sonar Festival, 
Barcelona, Transmediale Festival, Berlin, Holland Festival, 
Amsterdam, Singapore Arts Festival, Edinburgh International 
Festival, Sonic Circuits Festival, Washington DC, Ultima Festival, 
Oslo, Sound Reasons Festival, Delhi, as well as many other venues 
throughout Europe, North America, Asia and Australia. His central 
research topics cover performance, embodiment, and awareness as 
well as investigations into listening, motion and gesture in music. 
He takes a mixed-method approach and develops methodologies 
that bridge artistic practice and scholarly reflection.

www.jasch.ch
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Introduction / Presence with Sound / Survival Strategy

In life, but also in arts, particularly in the performing arts on stage, 
there are encounters, face to face, like now.

Actual places and subjects, is where it’s at, where real events occur. 
Today it is this - the singular me - in this specific space - with exactly 
you. When I perform, for you, what is happening? You are listening 
to sound, giving space to sound, paying attention.
You watch me, try to make sense, understand or simply try to enjoy 
being here now.

You give me permission to share ideas with you.  You give me 
permission to show myself to you. Through my sounds, my presence, 
my stories and ideas there is an encounter.
 
This concert hall situation does not make it a spontaneous meeting: 
we all know the rules, how to behave, what to expect, and where the 
limits are. At the same time, it provides  freedom and safety that we 
don’t usually get out there in the world.

So during this hour, listen to my past and present, to my presence, 
to what’s here and was there, now and then. And make these places, 
sounds, imaginations, and stories part of your own experience.

For me sound is the material, the body provides the means, space 
is the carrier, time is the canvas, and this is what I need to create a 
performance such as this.

With the body, what happens when we immerse in the doing? We 
founder and have the physical presence as anchor, the sounds as 
materials, the instruments as objects of relation that are scaffolds of 
activity, and are tinged with the style-habits and patterns of music, 
with expectations, memories of what worked.

The body is the keeper of these unspoken, unnamed abilities to 
understand, to communicate, to resonate: the ear drum, yes, the 
solar plexus, the soles of our feet, also the imprinted traces of 
experiences, the patterns that are part of the fabric of who we are: 
all is kept in the body.

Music comes before language, it makes us vibrate with timbre, pulse, 
tension, phrases, rhythms, units of sound that evoke a meaning.

Listening, hearing, vibrating, resonating: all are our normal stage 
of being, connected to what’s around us, from the womb, the earth, 
the places, natural and built ones, the non-human others, plants 
and animals; the other; you: singular, breathing next to me at night; 
you: plural, the clan, the tribe, society. 

Stirring and thrashing about, sound is a relation, an action, an event, 
it reaches you, may be perceived consciously or may be part of the 
environment where we evolve, making sounds, music even.

“Living close to art can be a survival strategy at a period when 
the stupidity of commercialisation is dressed up as a concept of 
wellbeing. ... The work expands and widens territories, translates 
the perceived reality and linguifies the present in new ways. ... I’m in 
movement, language, in readiness for the action that will inevitably 
be political.

Every human is her loneliness. We live it and occasionally share 
pieces of it with others in return for theirs. Most of the exchange 
is physical. ... Rethinking the balance between words and physical 
expression I now seek the unbalance, asymmetry and instability 
that activates all senses and demands from the onlooker a measure 
of creativity.

Putting yourself at the disposal of your memories, experiences, 
knowledge, doubt and whatever else is to draw from, gives you 
unreserved answers. ... Trust and faith in the work is a prerequisite 
for taking a risk that can lead to failure or its opposite. You live and 
work in the balance between vulnerability and strength.”  Efva Lilja

Efva Lilja (2016). Beyond the Ordinary, On Artistic Research and 
Subversive Actions Through Dance. In: S. Quinten, S. Schroedter, (eds.), 
Tanzpraxis in der Forschung–Tanz als Forschungspraxis, Choreographie-
Improvisation-Exploration, Bielefeld: transcript Verlag, pp. 63–72. 



Wesley ME, Rutland VT, Corner Brook NFL (top to bottom)

Desert bound, heading for canyon lands, 
we pick up a hitch-hiker 
heading from coast to coast
for his grandmother’s funeral

we drop him off at an
abandoned gas station at the turn-off 
in the driest stretch of the interstate
with a gallon of water and our wishes

crossing lives on the road
stories hinted at
interacting, interfacing, inter-subjective
coming face to face for a moment
recognise something, to acknowledge the other, 
attempt to reach, to understand, to be true
in the encounter

October 1987

Encounter I

Montreal QC



Face to face
strangers

the futility 
of the
need 
of the
urge 
of the
other facing myself

see 
feel
understand (as far as possible)
fragments
moments
of myself
in the other

glass wall
separating all
fuse 
un-fuse 
individuation 
separation
briefest moments of contact
encounter
attraction
repulsion
inertia in each one’s trajectory

Face to Face

the sequence 
the chain
is fading 
coagulating
crystallising
fading

the palimpsest
re-written
writing
inscribing 
again and again
memories form the wake
eddies and vortices
spinning
shifting
fading
reforming

the other
is the scaffold
the others 
are the straightjacket
splints
mending the breaks
guide-posts 
crash-barriers
along which we steer
pushing to change course

core 
deeper layers
`the heart’ just a metaphor
for the substrate
of our being
with what we are

the strata
textures
imprinted wave-patterns
cultural flavours
traces of the personal
kneading
knocks
scratches
marks and scars
that constitute who we are
who I am
who am I?

the greatest foe (time)
memories 
experiences  
affect traces (traumata)
a weak weapon
a feeble tool
to turn and face this opponent
to even just manage to ride its
storm-surge
wave 
whitewater
wipe out

constrained
strained
trained
reigned in
bridled
by convention
by necessity

attraction
needs
recognition
face to face
gaze into me
looking for the mirror
to recognise
myself
and
understand
it all
or just enough to get by
you have no idea
about me
neither do I

I resonate
vibrate
shake from the impact
of your presence
pressure
expression
affecting
not my mind
not my ego
not my self

Spring 2017



On the road to Tabriz
in the northwest of kurdish Iran
a road-side fruit stall
we buy peaches, apples, cantaloupes
wash them in the rushing water of the brook

they invite us to tea, 
curious about this stranger
his son, grandson, and him open and inviting
curiosity on both sides, 
the friendly openness,
the feeling of shared humanity
unknowable reality, theirs
but recognition of the other, all the same

August 2013

Encounter II

Late night, jet-lagged
strolling through the empty streets
hunger drives me
near the city-centre train station
I find a narrow entry-way
the curtain over the door 
un/covering a local restaurant
inside, a long counter and two small tables

smell of fried food 
a half dozen customers in front
three or four cooks behind the counter
in the back there is a free seat
between two middle aged drunk women
and two younger women
I am emphatically invited to take a seat

I order some fried fish, a beer
the drunk woman on my left asks where I’m from
language barrier
other patrons try to help translating
conversation with the young women on the right
curiosity, explanations, provide some solution
face to face, crossing barriers, to the other
how to know the other’s life, 
but still, it’s a shared, real moment

August 2016

Encounter III



Gestures
produce shapes
in sound
matter
image
space
bodies
significance and meaning

qualities of shapes
calligraphy
grapheme

the body-mind
structures
through trajectories
in dialogue with
matter
language
sound
paper?

ideas are operating
in words
actions
relations
processes

trough
tools
instruments
materials

Gestures

a kinaesthetic sense
of moving with
one’s body
a trajectory within it

gestures
inscribed
imprinted
repeated

gestures of
writing
sounding
being

Spring 2017

Night on a beach
no city lights or light pollution
low tide on the beach lays
a shallow film of water onto the sand

the dark expanse of the night
sprinkled with dots of light
above and below

the starry sky
the southern cross
reflected below our feet:
we walk among the stars

February 2010

Walk Among

all text © copyright 2017 by Jan Schacher, except where noted
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